Introduction
The spectral representation for Galton-Watson processes was given by Karlin and McGregor [4] [5] [6] . Similar results for 'one-dimensional' continuous state branching processes were obtained in Ogura [9] . The object of this article is to give the similar representation for a class of 'multi-dimensional' continuous state branching processes. It is worth to note that our class contains a process with the generator Z x'Md/fa'-Ejc'c' (a 1 9 XER1, te for some \l/ t (X)=(\l/}(X) 9 ... 9 
\l/'(X))eR$, where fi(x) = e~*' x and h(A)=Q.
We define the infinitesimal cumulant generating fucntion ft* (A) by ft''(A) = o+(A), and the matrices J/(A l5 We define the system of functions {0 a (x)}c=«^ by The proofs of these theorems are given in section 2. It is reduced to the normalization of the analytic contractive semigroup i/^(/l), which we discuss in sections 1 and 2. In section 3 we shall show that (A.I) implies the existence of y and the nonpositivity of the real parts of characteristic roots of H(y). Section 4 is devoted to two examples and some remarks.
All the principal arguments in this article are also valid for the corresponding class of multitype Galton-Watson processes with continuous time.
Preliminary Lemmas
The normalization (or the linearization) of an analytic contractive semigroup on R d has been investigated by many mathematicians (e.g. and we obtain the conclusion for a 5= ( Define {n',;|f7| = l} by (1.7), and {ci;|iy| = l} by ( 0, otherwise.
Then obviously (1.12) holds for l/fl^l. For |f/|>l, note that always holds, and by (1.11) and (1.12) it holds Hence, setting say z<4=0 for ^6jR(/^), |?/|>1, we obtain {wj ? } and {c,5; rj^Ci} inductively and uniquely.
To show that Zl*4i<5''<oo for some (5>0, we note w's^cji/Se ), so that it holds for some Li, K'>0
(1.14) | Choosing a sufficiently small s>0, and setting L = L'l(c -sd), we see as before that « i lli^" l +^/A:'*, k> q .
1=1
Hence by the induction it follows j=o and we obtain the conclusion for a d=(
The next lemma will be also used in section 2. On the other hand it follows from (0.2) and (2.1) (2.10) Combining (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain a system of ordinary differential equations, and solving it inductively w.r.t. the order '-<' we see that (2.6) holds for A e 17. To show (2.6) for A>y 0 we must only see that w a (A) is analytically continued to A>y 0 . For this purpose we put V t = \l/^l(U). Then U t is a domain including U and U U t^{ k>y 0 } by means of (2.4). We t>0 use the induction again: suppose that the last sum in the right side of (2.6) is analytic in A>y 0 (this is trivially valid when a is minimal w.r.t. '-<')• Then, since the left side of (2.6) can be analytically continued to U t for each £>0, t^a(A) can also be so. Hence we obtain the conclusion by the uniqueness property of the analytic continuation. Proof of Theorem 3. Take a compact set Kci{A>y 0 }. Then by (2.4) we can find a f^O such that w(^r(A))eK for all AeJ£ and Hence (2.11) and (0.4) imply and we obtain (0.5) with any f 0 i^i from (2.8). Now we shall show the absolute and uniform convergence of (0.5). Since the power series 6] ). But we do not discuss on this further.
Some Properties on a CBP
The object of this section is to prove Lemmas 3.2 and 2.1. We begin with summarizing some properties on a CBP maintained by S. Watanabe [13] . The infinitesimal cumulant generating function h l (X) has a form of The next lemma is clear from the Perron-Frobenius theorem and the max-mini principle (cf. Gantmacher [2] Chapter XIII §2).
.., h d (X). Furthermore the 'F-semigroup {*I/,(X)} is differentiate in t and satisfies

Lemma 3.L 1) A real square matrix A with nonnegative nondiagonal elements has a real characteristic root p(A) which is largest in all the real parts of its characteristic roots. 2) Let A and A' be such square matrices with the same order, and A^.A'. Then p(A'\
We note that For the proof of Lemma 3.2 the next lemma is essential:
Lemma 3.3. (Sevastyanov [11] and Kotelyanskii [7] ). Q. E. D. Since the left side of (3.13) is analytic in A>0, the right side is analytically continued to there and (3. we obtain (2.4). 
Let A be a real dxd-matrix with nonnegative nondiagonal elements and a tj be its (/, j)-component. Then p(A)<0 [^0] holds if and only if
Examples of the Representation
